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Mission Statement 

“The goal of the Liberty Boys Track & Field team is to develop young men 

to become the best track & field student-athletes and human beings they 

possibly can be by instilling positive principles, work habits, and character 

traits that are transferable in their lives.” –Coach Cikach 

 

COMPETE ABOVE THE LINE TOWARDS MAXIMUM POTENTIAL TOGETHER 
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PRACTICE EXPECTATIONS 

 
 
Attendance 
 
 

COMMUNICATION IS KEY!! 
If a student-athlete is going to miss a practice or meet, it must be communicated to me with a 
note, e-mail, Schoology, or phone call (preferably from the student-athlete).The earlier the 
communication the better. Afterwards is not acceptable, except in the case of an emergency. 
Communicating through another athlete is not acceptable.  
 

A. Practice typically begins at 3pm unless otherwise communicated. 
B. Athletes should prepare to stay until 5pm daily. This varies per event. 
C. Each athlete’s lifting/specialty schedule will be dependent upon their unique situation 

(event/ meet schedule) and will be communicated to the athletes on a week-to-week 
basis.  

D. We will take daily attendance. Again, communication is the key! Simply skipping is not 
acceptable.  

E. Athletes are expected to be on time and stay until the end of practice, unless 
communicated in advance. Unexcused tardies will be dealt with internally, but could 
lead to suspension if excessive. Leaving practice early or arriving late will count as a ½ 
day absence. A note will be required for school related activities.  

F. Unexcused absences: If you miss a practice due to in-school misconduct or lack of 
communication with the coaching staff, your absence will be unexcused. After an 
unexcused absence, the student-athlete may be suspended or in the event of multiple 
unexcused absences removed from the roster and will not receive any awards or PE 
credit. See Athletic Handbook Attendance Policy 

G. Excused absences will be determined on a case-to- case basis. Excused absences must 
be communicated prior to the absence or the absence will be considered unexcused. 
Disciplinary action will be taken for more than 5 excused absences. Please be mindful 
when scheduling appointments, clubs, etc. 

H. Athletes are expected to be at practice when injured 
I. Injured/treated athletes are expected to be in on time and attendance at the start of 

practice before being dismissed to the training room or a rehab assignment 
J. Athletes should communicate strenuous workouts from other sports, so we don’t over 

train them and they get proper recovery 
K. Athletes must have a minimum of 10 practices to participate in a meet 

 
Bottom Line: If you miss practice your performance, position on the team, and respect of your 
teammates is in jeopardy. You have made a commitment to yourself, your teammates, and 
your school. Keep your commitment! Just communicate in advance and we’ll work things out. 
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Weather 
We live in Ohio. The weather changes from day to day. Prepare for all types of weather every 
day. Athletes should always prepare to go outside. If I or another coach determines that an 
athlete is not prepared, he will be sent home for the day. 

 
TRACK SPECIFIC GENERAL RULES 

➢ If a coach is speaking, you are listening and learning 

➢ Keep your hands to yourself 

➢ Pay attention at ALL times for safety 

o Lookout for thrown shots or discs 

o Look both ways before you cross the track 

o Listen for “track” calls and move when needed 

➢ Never go in the shed without permission 

➢ Never handle or use track equipment without permission (hurdles, high jump, discus, 

etc.) 

➢ Don’t leave your belongings out by the track 

➢ Take pride in your uniform 

➢ We always start behind the line and run through the line 

➢ Be smart with social media-Anything related to the team should build the team up 

instead of tearing it down. Be positive. See Athletic Handbook Social Media Policy 

 

 

TRACK SPECIFIC REMINDERS 

➢ Dress appropriately (proper/school appropriate shoes, socks, clothing, etc.) 

➢ Have a good pair of running shoes (Fleet Feet gives 20% off if you say you’re a Liberty 

Track & Field athlete) 

➢ Always have a water bottle; we have the water at the track, but don’t rely on it 
➢ Bring your inhaler if needed 

➢ Lock up your things. OLHS is not responsible for lost or stolen items that are not locked 

in a locker 

➢ Hydrate throughout the day 
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TRACK MEET EXPECTATIONS 
1. Respect other teams and their property, our team and property, officials, trainers, 

helpers, & spectators, etc. 
 

2. Have knowledge of when your events are, warm up properly, be on time for check in, 
and cool down properly. 
 

3. If you are going to wear an undershirt during meets we want them white. Compression 
shorts should be white. Shoes and socks do not need to be a certain color by rule. 

 
4. Athletes are expected to be on time for all meets (early is on time). Designated meeting 

times will be given for home meets and for bus departures.  
 

5. A light snack in recommended for athletes after school the day of track meets. 
 

6. Everyone is expected to ride on the bus to away meets and encouraged to ride back. If 
they do not ride back for whatever reason, a note/e-mail/message must be provided in 
advance. Only the student’s parent(s) can take them home without advanced notice. 
There typically is not transportation back from meets within the district, unless 
requested by us. We will consider this on a case by case basis.  

- All home meets everyone is expected to stay until the end unless communicated 

- All varsity athletes are expected to stay during the entire invitational. 
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MAKING THE TEAM 
 

FRESHMAN 

All 9th graders that would like to be part of the track and field team will be given 

that opportunity. They are expected to abide by the expectations of the Liberty 

track and field program and its manual.  

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS 

10-12th graders, whether they have been on the team in the past or not, will be 

required to go through a tryout process 

TRYOUT PROCESS 

Athletes will be evaluated during a weeklong tryout the first week of the track and 

field spring season. The tryout will consist of drills, time trials, workouts, and 

tests. Athletes will not have to tryout for each event. Athletes will have many off 

season opportunities to prepare for the tryout process including off season lifting, 

conditioning, speed training, and indoor track.  

ALL ATHLETES 

All forms (including physical) MUST be completed before the first 
mandatory practice; Forms must be completed at 
https://olentangy.finalforms.com/ 

 

INJURED/SICK: Those injured or sick during the tryout will get the same tryout 

process when healthy 

 

SPRING SPORT CUTS: Those cut from another spring sport will get the same 

tryout process if they choose to come out for track & field 
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Pole vault, long jump, high jump, throws, and hurdles will have a preferred maximum number 

of athletes that will make up that unit (listed below). The spots allotted for each specialty may 

be larger or smaller at the discretion of the specialty coach depending on the unique makeup of 

the team. The specialty evaluation process could exceed the one week tryout period to 

ultimately finalize that specific unit’s roster. Elements being evaluated include, but are not 

limited to attitude/mindset, attendance, willingness to improve, effort, ability, past 

performance, potential, leadership points (details below),  and positive impact to the culture of 

the specialty unit. WHY LIMITED SPOTS FOR SPECIALTY EVENTS? To maximize the abilities of 

our athletes and give them the best chance to reach their potential and compete at a high 

level, both now and in the future. To maximize our coaches and time in a productive and 

efficient manner and build better and more meaningful  relationships within the specialty 

unit.  

Pole Vault: 6 spots (boys) 

Long Jump: 10-12 spots (boys) 

High Jump: 8 spots (boys) 

Throws (Shot & Discus): 16 total spots (boys) 

Hurdles (110H, 300H): 8-10 spots (boys) 

Distance (800, 1600, & 3200): The distance unit will not have a cap on athletes in its unit; 

however, a required time in the 1600 (6:00) and/or 3200 (12:45) must be met in order to be 

part of the unit. Chances are increased dramatically of making the required time if you commit 

to Coach Mills’ winter conditioning program. It will count if a required time is met during an 

indoor meet. WHY A TIME REQUIREMENT FOR DISTANCE? The time requirement raises 

expectations in our winter running training, which directly correlates to our spring track 

performance.  This raises the bar for the entire unit and ultimately makes us a stronger team 

as a whole.  

Sprints (100, 200, 400, & 800): The sprinters unit will not have a cap on athletes in its unit; 

however, a required time in the 100 (13.5), 200 (27.5), and/or 400 (60) must be met in order to 

be part of that unit OR required leadership points acquired (details below). It will count if a 

required time is met during an indoor meet. WHY TIME TRIAL REQUIREMENTS? The time 

requirement raises expectations in our track and field specific offseason speed and strength 

training, which directly correlates to our spring track performance.  This raises the bar for the 

entire unit and ultimately makes us a stronger team as a whole.  

Relays (4x1, 4x2, 4x4, 4x8): Created and finalized by the coaching staff once the season begins 
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Alternate Way to Make the Sprint or Distance Unit:  

If an athlete fails to make the required times in either the distance or sprint time trial, he still 

can make the team if he has shown great commitment with his attendance and attitude 

throughout the offseason and fits within our desired culture (Chapter 2 of the Track & Field 

Manual). Each off season workout allows an athlete to acquire up to 5 maximum leadership 

points (1 point each in 5 leadership categories-see details below under LEADERSHIP POINT 

SYSTEM). This could also apply to a thrower who does not make the top 16. WHY? THE 

BOTTOM LINE: If a young man is committed to the team and to getting better and buys into 

the idea of growing as a young man, we want him to stay with us, regardless of his current 

talent level.  

 

Track & Field Only Athlete: 200+ leadership points  

 

Fall Sport Athlete: 80+ leadership points **Distance runner 60+ leadership points  

 

Winter Sport Athlete: 80+ leadership points  

 

Fall & Winter Sport Athlete: Case by case basis with attendance and attitude recommendations 

from fall and winter coaches 
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LEADERSHIP POINT SYSTEM 

The point system will be part of the evaluation process when selecting the team. The three 

large components of the evaluation process are ATTENDANCE-ATTITUDE-ABILITY. The point 

system focuses on ATTENDANCE & ATTITUDE (LEADERSHIP). Each off season workout allows an 

athlete to acquire up to 5 maximum leadership points (1 point each in 5 leadership categories) 

for successfully achieving an exemplary mark in each leadership category. The below chart gives 

a general description for expectations in each leadership category. Each leadership category will 

be highlighted during Mindset Mondays and taught and discussed daily. At the conclusion of 

each session, the athletes will grade themselves in each leadership category and have a coach 

signoff on it, if in agreement. If there is a discrepancy of opinion, the coach will sit down with 

the athlete and have a discussion to decide on the final mark. Other leadership point 

opportunities may become available.  

WHY THE EMPHASIS ON ATTENDANCE & LEADERSHIP? The hope is that athletes don’t come to 

offseason lifting, conditioning, and training to chase points, but rather they see the value in it to 

make them the best track and field athlete they can be and to be part of a team. Our workouts 

are track & field specific and focus on a progression to make our athletes faster, stronger, more 

flexible, and less likely to get injured. We also believe it’s important to add mindset, character, 

and leadership development as staples to these sessions, which will make our culture stronger.  

 

SEPTEMBER 6  

The point system will officially go into effect on September 6. However, a trial run will occur in 

June, July & August with the athletes in attendance. Credit will be given for those that earned 

points in the summer and fall. 

We would love for our athletes to willingly want to attend 100% of the off season opportunities 

and some want to, but our expectations also take into consideration and value some off time, 

work, vacation, other sports,  rest, and just being a kid. The point system is a reward for those 

that are committed and a way to recognize leadership/winning habits. Simply put, no stress if 
an athlete cannot make everything in the summer/off season. The opportunities are here, but 

enjoy the summer too. 
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HOW TO EARN POINTS 

Category 1-ATTENDANCE 

The athlete will receive a full point if he arrives early, stays the entire time and completes every 

element of the workout (exceptions will be made for unique situations, like injury and sickness). 

If an athlete is late or leaves early, he will receive ½ a point. It is hard to lead if you are not 

there or doing your own thing your own way elsewhere. 

Category 2- COMPETE 

Showing up is NOT enough. COMPETE! The athlete will receive a full point if they bring a 

competitive spirit to the session.  This will be a taught skill, but it means to do everything better 

than it’s ever been done before (or at least have that mindset). We want to gain a competitive 

advantage by doing things a certain way. Athletes must compete against themselves to improve 

and at times be willing to compete against their teammates to improve themselves and their 

teammates. 

Category 3-ABOVE THE LINE 

We do things on purpose towards a purpose. We strive to do things the right way with 

sportsmanship, grit, & accountability. BCD/Impulsive behavior is not okay. To get a point here, 

the athlete must be intentional in everything he does during the session. This means no 

messing around, following safety procedures, using appropriate language, displaying a positive 

growth mindset, respecting others, and displaying positive body language. Basically, do things 

the right way. 

Category 4-TOWARDS MAXIMUM POTENTIAL 

Prepare (mind & body) to be the best versions of ourselves as individuals and as a team. The 

athlete will receive a full point if they complete and execute correctly every part of the session 

with the focus and intensity to improve. Work to be Better Than Yesterday. 

Category 5- BE A GREAT TEAMMATE 

Be with your teammates; know your teammates (learn names); help your teammates; support 

your teammates; challenge & push your teammates. Complete at least one selfless act per day 

that betters us as a team and the athlete will receive a full point in this leadership category. It is 

hard to lead if you are not there or doing your own thing your own way elsewhere. 
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 SHOW UP EARLY; STAY 

THE ENTIRE TIME 

Showing up with the right mindset 

is the first step. Early is on time; on 

time is late; late is unacceptable. 

Show your teammates you care 

 COMPETE 

  

Showing up is NOT enough. 

COMPETE! This means to do 

everything better than it’s ever 

been done before to gain a 

competitive advantage 

 ABOVE THE LINE We do things on purpose towards 

a purpose. We do things the right 

way with sportsmanship, grit, & 

accountability. BCD/Impulsive 

behavior is not okay 

 TOWARDS MAXIMUM 

POTENTIAL 

(BTY) 

 Prepare (mind & body) to be the 

best versions of ourselves as 

individuals and as a team. Work to 

be Better Than Yesterday 

 BE A GREAT TEAMMATE Be with your teammates; Know 

your teammates (learn names); 

help your teammates; support 

your teammates; challenge & push 

your teammates. Complete at least 

one selfless act per day that 

betters us as a team 
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FALL ATHLETES (football, cross country, soccer, golf):  

Fall athletes are expected to be preparing for their fall sport and attending those 

lifting sessions. Communication will take place with fall coaches about the 

attendance, attitude, and ability of their track and field athletes. 

 

Cross Country: In June, cross country sprinters (400/800 meter runners and 

below), in addition to getting their summer mileage complete are welcome to 

either join us or attend the cross country lifts as scheduled. 

 

 Soccer: Soccer athletes will already be lifting at the same time with us. 

  

Football: See your football coaches for your summer schedule. 

 

WINTER ATHLETES (swimming, hockey, wrestling, basketball): Your lifting 

sessions are the same as ours with the exception of basketball. Basketball players 

need to communicate if they choose the earlier time slot to lift 
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Indoor Track and Field 

We will have the opportunity to participate in some weekend indoor track meets 

this winter starting in January. The schedule is not finalized.  

- Those in a winter sport at Liberty shall not participate 

- A uniform will be provided if needed/requested  

- Winter track and field is not an OHSAA or OLSD sponsored sport 

- Details for each meet will be given closer to the event 

LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD INDOOR MEET SCHEDULE 

Saturday January 13 Ohio Wesleyan (unlimited entries) 

Sunday February 11 Otterbein (unlimited entries) 

Sunday February 25 Capital (2 per event) 

Saturday March 3 State Meet at Akron (must qualify) 

● More could be added 

 

Requirements 

 To represent Liberty High School at an indoor meet, each athlete must fit one of 

the following criteria 

Non Fall Sport Athletes: 12+ total (5+ since December 1) off season lifts with track 

and field  

Soccer/Golf: 6+ off season lifts with track and field 

Cross Country: 6+ off season lifts or Coach Mills’ discretion 

Football: 6+ off season lifts or Coach’s discretion based on how far the team 

advances in the playoffs 
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